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• Managing student expectations

• Why use cohort-level generic examination 
feedback?

• Cardiff case example - Law and Politics

• What do others do?

• What could we do differently?

Introduction



Managing expectations: a quick task

• You are a student in your first year of a 
course at Cardiff University.

• You have an examination in several of 
your modules.

• What feedback would you expect on your 
examinations as a student?

• What would you want to get out of that 
feedback?



Exam feedback and the stage of a student’s course

• Would students at different stages of a 
course benefit from different forms of exam 
feedback?

• What would be of most use to a year one 
undergraduate?

• What would be of most use to a final year 
undergraduate?

• Is end-of-module feedback on exams just 
too late to be useful and valuable?



Cardiff University policy on academic feedback

• Feedback is provided on all assessments

• Schools to explain to students how exam 
feedback will be made available

• Emphasis on ‘feed forward’

• Managing expectations

• Summary written feedback to cohort within 
four working weeks of the examination

• Other ways to provide exam feedback

• Students who fail



The advantages of ‘cohort level generic feedback’

• Quick - timely feedback to students

• Efficient for markers to prepare

• Can be tailored to each cohort – and related to previous 
cohorts

• Can complement and contextualise individualised 
feedback – e.g. in tutorials or when accessing 
examination scripts

• Can track access via Blackboard/Learning Central

• Adapted from Nottingham Trent University’s guidance on exam feedback



What might be some of the disadvantages
of providing cohort-level generic feedback?

How can you anticipate and address some 
of these disadvantages?



Generic exam feedback in Law and Politics – linking with other ‘feedback’

School of Law and Politics – Student Handbook



What are staff in Politics recommended to do for exam feedback?

Politics staff are recommended to provide 
feedback of 3-4 bullet points on each question 
asked in the examination paper to include:

• common characteristics of good answers

• common problems and mistakes

• a ‘feed forward’ element – e.g. how to 
address mistakes



We are going to quickly explore some examples!

Identify for each example two positive qualities and one suggestion for 
improvement



LAWPL example of generic points for exam feedback

• Politics module

• Feed forward – how to use the 
feedback in Spring semester

• Use of module materials

• Significant omissions

• Qualities of ‘firsts’

• Qualities of ‘fails’

• Answering the question

• Defining key terms



LAWPL example of group feedback on each question asked

• Specific questions

• Feedback on past performance

• Positive - ‘answers that did 
well…’

• Some feed forward qualities too 
– use of arguments and examples

• Emphasis on ‘alternative’ 
answers to question



Example from Social Sciences

Introductory module

• Statistical profile
• General observations
• Summary of points by question

Statistical information

• Spread of marks

• Mean, maximum, minimum marks

• Standard deviation

• For exam or for each question



Example from social sciences

• Detailed summary of issues in each answer
• Approaching individual feedback…
• Practice abandoned in favour of individual feedback…a good 

use of resources?



Newcastle University example

• Basic statistical 
information

• Linking exam 
performance with 
attendance data

• 3-4 pages of generic 
feedback



Northumbria University example

• Detailed statistics – of 
value to students?

• Negative tone –
emphasis on 
weaknesses, omissions 
etc; lack of positives or 
feedback on ‘how’ to 
remedy weaknesses

• ‘Surprising…that some 
got it wrong’, ‘lots of 
regurgitated stuff’



Alternative formats for delivery of generic exam feedback?

• Text

• Statistics

• Podcast

• Screencast

• Scheduled session in class

• Annotated scripts for 
excellent work

• ‘Model’ or indicative 
answers

• Online discussion forums 
straight after exam

• Student or peer feedback 
on exams



What happens to this generic or cohort feedback?

• Emailed to students

• Posted in Learning Central

• Personal tutorials

• Module sessions in-class

• Inserted in examination scripts for viewing

• Used with next year’s students

• Bank of exam questions and feedback





Thank you for listening….
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